The Principles of Hell

By Anna Von Reitz
Throughout this education we have to observe the principle of duality at work and what these
Satanists are actually doing.
The fundamental stock-in-trade that they push is confusion.
They confuse identities, names, words, institutions, persons, even countries via deceits of various
kinds.
This earned them the name "Masters of Confusion" in the 16th Century and "Masters of Deceit" in
the 17th Century.
Whatever you are and whatever you do, they will "mirror" it, so that it takes real discernment to be
able to tell the difference between the actual factual subject and the illusion that they have created
to confuse and defraud you.
In the course of our research we have found endless examples of this deliberate practice of
falsification and fraud using similar names deceits, similar abbreviations deceits, euphemisms, and
other verbal and material constructive fraud.
Here are some tip of the iceberg examples:
Calling mercenary conflicts and commercial promotions "wars" and calling actual wars "conflicts".
Calling the "US Navy" the "American Navy" instead of identifying it honestly.
Calling "US Citizens" and "citizens of the United States" and even "US CITIZENS" ---- Americans.
Misrepresenting the Territorial United States Congress as The States of America in Congress
Assembled.
Claiming that the Territorial United States Congress has "Emergency Powers" on our shores.
Misrepresenting the UN Corporation as the United Nations.
Secretively replacing the National States of America with Territorial States of America.
Deliberately mischaracterizing Americans as "missing persons" and setting up phony Cestui Que Vie
estate trusts in their NAMES.
Seeming to replace The United States of America (Unincorporated) with something calling itself The
United States of America (Incorporated) and using this corporate "ringer" as a means of promoting
identity and credit theft.

Creating two giant slush funds, one called the Economic Security Fund (ESF) and another called the
Exchange Stabilization Fund (ESF).
Replacing The United States of America (Incorporated) with another corporation calling itself the
United States of America (Incorporated).
Calling one constitution The Constitution for the united States of America and another constitution
The Constitution of the United States of America and still a third constitution The Constitution of the
United States --and making sure that this is never explained in any public school in America.
Naming one organization The Internal Revenue Service and another organization the IRS and a third
organization THE INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE and never disclosing who is who, what is what, or why.
Having The United States Treasury Department, Department of The Treasury, US Treasury
Department, Treasury Department of the United States, Treasury Department of the United States of
America and US TREASURY all sending out official-looking mail and bills to Americans for a hundred
years when there hasn't been any actual "treasury" in this country since 1920.
Calling Territorial Admiralty and Equity Lawyers "Attorneys-at-Law" and Land Lawyers "Counselors-atLaw" and then confusing everyone some more by calling both breeds "lawyers".
The resulting coded language has been called "double-speak" and "legalese" and many other things
over the years, including "babble"--- but there is only one conclusion to be drawn and that is that
these people are using language to deliberately create confusion and promote crime under the old
Roman Maxim of Law "Let him who will be deceived, be deceived." ---- a form of law that is not
supposed to be operating on our shores.
That is why one of the most powerful forms of Notice you can give in these courts is the statement
on the record that this country operates under the American Common Law and that anyone creating
any legal liability will be held accountable for it.
Now, ask yourselves--- what possible benefit is there to allowing these fraud artists to set up camp
(or as they style it, ships in dry dock) on our shores and ply their wares of confusion and deceit
throughout America?
How can we possibly hope to run our country properly when at every turn we are hampered in our
communications by these endless self-interested deceits?
Our Pilgrim Fathers outlawed these "Masters of Confusion" and forced them to live in their own
separate communities. Since they are plying a foreign and international law that is only supposed to
be applied to admiralty and maritime cases--- why not shut down their courts and limit their activities
to sea ports and customs houses where they belong?
Makes sense to me. They can't speak straight and can't behave themselves, can't keep their paws
out of other people's pockets, can't observe the actual limitations of their jurisdiction, can't play fair
with the people who place their trust in them---- tell me, what good are they?
These are not good or honorable men. These are liars and charlatans playing at childish semantic
deceits as grown men, and profiting themselves and their masters by doing so.
It appears that the only job that they actually do and the only function that they serve is the same
one they have performed since the Second Century BC --- collect taxes for the Roman Pontiff and
various Monarchs. That is certainly what they have been doing here--- illegally and immorally--- for
the past 150 years.
In 1819, our forefathers pushed through an Amendment to the National-level Constitution, prohibiting
Bar Attorneys from holding any public office in our government and establishing penalties for them if
they do. The only kind of "Congress" that they can serve in is either the Territorial United States
Congress or the Municipal United States Congress. Just take a minute and count how many Bar

Association Members are presently serving in those foreign Congresses in Washington, DC and
know-- for sure, nailed to the floor--- that they are not eligible to serve in our actual National
Congress.
This illegal, immoral, outrageous, criminal usurpation --- and deliberate confusion resulting in every
kind of deceit and breach of trust and constructive fraud known to man --- is what we have been
putting up with as it strangles us with illicit "taxes" and impersonates us as "corporate franchises"
and shuts down our businesses using unelected unlawful regulatory agencies as a club to stifle
competition and undermine our industries and bring our country to its knees for the sake of their lies
and greed and gross Dishonor.
Have you had enough, America? Are you ready to get up off your duffs, turn off the television,
and reclaim your own birthright? Or are you all going to just sit there while these pirates continue to
pillage and plunder all the way to Kansas?
We, at The Living Law Firm, are working hard every day to intercept and put an end to this
criminality--- but we can't do it alone.
And we can't do it without your action and support. We need you to take action in your own behalf,
in your own defense, to reclaim your proper political status as American Nationals --- not "US
citizens". And right after that, we need you to restore and re-organize your county and state
assemblies to claim back and properly administer the National-level government you are owed.
Join the National Conference Call hosted by the Michigan General Jural Assembly
every Thursday night at 9:00 pm EST for help getting your county and your state fully functioning as
the Founders intended. Call 1-712-770-4160 and use Access Code 226823# to join the
conversation. You can also email MGJA at http://1stmichiganassembly.info or call their Hotline
from 2-7pm daily, Monday through Thursday at 1-989-450-5522.
We are slogging our way through the equivalent of the trenches-- politically, diplomatically, and in
every other way. It is crucial that we have your support as we move forward to right these wrongs.
Yesterday, I wrote about a world of peace, reciprocity, and respect, a world in which we all shoulder
responsibility for governing ourselves and for doing what is right and what makes logical sense.
Today, I've written about the world we are living in now, where lies flow like water and deceit is
common as dirt, where criminals parade around in the robes of judges, and the world is turned
upside down.
You have to ask yourselves ---can you spend another year living in fear of your own government? Or
is this the year that you "do something" about it? If you think the IRS is bad, just wait until their
Secondary Creditors -- who have, of course, been lied to, too---storm through the door and start
handing you the bill for what these con men have attempted to foist off on the American Public.
We have already seen the First Wave in three states. It wasn't pretty. People commonly received
bills of over a hundred thousand dollars out of the blue, with a "Pay or Vacate Notice" giving them
thirty days to pay or lose their homes. Thank God we had The Living Law Firm set up and ready to go,
or these vermin would have stood by and condoned false claims that would have stripped whole
counties bare.
Think about that. We've already faced off attempted "resettlement" of the kind that the rotten
British Government used in Ireland in the 1850's.
And all based on nothing but a pack of lies and twisted words formed in twisted minds. This is the
language and the modus operandi of Hell. Now that you can see it and recognize it for what it is, it's
time to get moving.
If you can, please send donations via my PayPal account at: avannavon@gmail.com or checks and
MoneyOrders can be sent to: Anna Maria Riezinger, c/o Box 520994, Big Lake, Alaska 99652. 100%
of what I get off of my book sales on Amazon also goes to the cause.

Disclosure 101
You Know Something Is Wrong When....an American Affidavit of Probable Cause
America: Some Assembly Required
Plus assorted transcripts and ephemera are now available at a reasonable price on Amazon.com.
We will soon be publishing an instructional booklet and sample forms that you can use for a variety
of purposes including: (1) reclaiming your birthright political status; (2) revoking election to pay
federal income taxes; (3) establishing alternative identification for passports and traveling; (4)
securing your homes and businesses against foreclosure.
All these issues are very fluid because of the dual bankruptcies that are in play now. We will do the
best we can and update as we go.
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